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Abstract

Let M(A, ^ be a free ̂ partially commutatiye mpnoid. We give here a nec-
essary and suflficient condition on a subalphabet 5 C A sucli that the right
factor of a bisection M(A, 8) = M(J5, ̂ ). r be also partially commutative free.
This extends strictly the (classical) elimination theory on partial commutations
and allows to construct new factorizations of M(A, 8) and associated bases of
LK(A, e).

Resume

Soit M(A, 6) un monoide partiellement commutatif libre. Nous donnons une
condition necessaire et suffisante sur un sous alphabet B C A pour que Ie fac-
teur droit d'une bisection de la forme M.(A, 6) = M(5, 6B).T soit partiellement
commutatiflibre. Ceci nous permet d'etendre strictement la theorie (classique)
de I'elimination avec commutations partielles et de construire de nouvelles fac-
torisations de M(A, 0) ainsi que les bases de L^-(A, 0) associees.

1 Introduction

A factorization of a monoid is a direct decomposition
.(-

M=HM,
ia

where M and the M, are monoids and / is totally ordered. This notion is due
to SCHUTZENBERGER (see [14] and [15] where the link with the free Lie algebra is
studied). Then, in his Ph. D. [17], VIENNOT showed how combinatorial bases of
the free Lie algebra could be constructed by composition of bisections (i.e. |7'| = 2)
obtained by elimination of generators (ideas initiated by LAZARD [12] and SHIRSHOV
[17]). One of the authors with D. Krob found similar decompositions for the free
partially commutative monoid into free factors and studied the link with Lie algebras
and groups [8].
Here, we study the general problem of eliminating generators in these structures and
first remark that a direct decomposition

M{A, e}=M{B, OB').T
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(with B C A, a. subalphabet) is always monoidal. We get a criterium to characterize
the case when T is free partially commutative and construct bases of the associated
Lie algebras. The case of the group is also mentionned.

2 Definitions and background

We recall that the free partially commutative monoid is the monoid presented defined
by generators and relations

M(A, 6>) = {A\ab = ba, (a, 6) G 0)Mon

where A is an alphabet and 0C AxA is an antireflexive (i. e. without loops) and
symmetric graph on A [0 is called an independence relation). Thus, M(A, 0) is the
quotient A*/sg where =e is the congruence generated by the set {(ab, ba)\(a, 6)   0}.
If X is a subset of M(A, 6>), we set

Ox = {(a-1, ^2)   ̂ 2|Alph(2-i) x Alph^) C 0}.

Note that this implies Alph(2;i) nAlph(a-2) = 0. Similarly, we set ^M = ^M(A, 5)-
As in [9], we denote IA(t) = {2   M\t = zw} and TA{t) = {z e M\t = wz}.
In [4] and [5], ChofFrut introduces the partially commutative codes as generator sets
of free partially commutative submonoids. Let X be a set, we can prove easily that
this definition is equivalent to the fact that each trace t   {X} admits a unique
decomposition on X up to the commutations (i.e. (^, ^) is the independence
alphabet of (X) the submonoid generated by X).

Example 1 (i) Each subalphabet B of A is a partially commutative code.
(ii) Let (A, 0) = a-b c. The set {c, cb, ca} is a code but not the set {6, a, ca, cb}.

3 Transitive bisections

3. 1 Generalities

We recall the definition of a factorization in the sense of Schiitzenberger (cf. Viennot
in [18] and [19]), this notion will be reused extensively at the end of the paper.

Definition 1 (i) Let M. be a monoid and (Mi}i^j an ordered family of submonoids
(the total ordering on J will be denoted <). The family (M;), gj will be called a
factorization ofM. if and only if every m   M+ =M-{1} can be written uniquely
for some n as

m = m;, m^ . .. m,^

with i^> i^> ... > ik and for each k 6 [l.. n], m^   M^ .
(ii) In the case of a free partially commutative monoid, a factorization will be denoted
by the sequence of the minimal generator sets of its components.

In the maximal case (each monoid has a unique generator) , the factorization is called
complete.
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Example 2 (Complete factorizations in free and free partially commutative monoids.)
In the free monoid, it exists many complete factorizations. The most famous being
the Lyndon factorization (defined as the set of primitive words minimal in their con-
jugacy classes) is an example of complete factorization. The Hall sets defined in [16]
give us a wider example.
The set of Lyndon traces (i. e. the generalization of Lyndon words to the partially
commutative case, defined by Lalonde in [11]) endowed with the lexicographic order-
ing is a complete factorization of the free partially commutative monoid.

In the smallest case (|J| = 2), the factorization is called bisection. Let M be a
monoid, then (Mi, Mz) is a bisection of M if and only if the mapping

M-i-x M'2-t M.

(mi, m2) -4- mim2
is one to one.

Remark 1 Not every submonoid is a left (right) factor of a bisection. If M =
Mi Ma is a bisection then Mi satisfies (u, uv  Mi) ^ (ue Mi) fsee [7]), however,
this condition is not sufficient as shown 6yMi = 22C Z= M.

In case M = M(A, 0), one prove the following property.

Proposition 2 Let [A, 0) be an independence relation and B C A. Then M(B, Os)
is the left (resp. right) factor of a bisection o/M(A, 6').

Proof It suffices to prove that M(B, ^)-1M(A, 0) (resp. M(A, 0).M(B, ̂ )-1) is
the characteristic series of a monoid.

a

In the left case, the right submonoid above has a minimal generating subset

/3z[B) = {zw/z   Z, w 6 M(B, 0B), IA(zw) = {z}}

where IA(t) = {6   A/t = bw}.

Remark 2 The monoid {/3z(B)} may not be free partially commutative. For exam-
pie, if A = {a, 6, c},

O-. a-b c

and B = {c} then a, 6, ac, 6c G /?z(B) anc? a. 6c = 6. ac.

3. 2 Transitively factorizing subalphabet

Here we discuss a criterium for the complement (/?z(-B)) to be a free partially com-
mutative submonoid.
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Definition 3 Let B C A, we say that B is a transitively factorizing subalphabet
(TFSA) if and only if for each ̂  ^2-2   Z and wi, ̂ 2, w'p w'^   M(A, 6>) sucA that
7A(ziWi) = IA(ziw[) = {-2-1} and IA^W^ = lA^w'y) = {^2} we have

Z^WiZ^W-i = 2;2U?22'1U;/1 =^ 'U'1 = wli W2 = W2-

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Let B C A. TAe following assertions are equivalent.

(i) The monoid {0z(B)} is free partially commutative
(ii) The subalphabet B is TFSA.
(iii) For each (z, z'} 6 Z2(~}0, the dependence1 graph has no partial graph2
like

z-bi- ... -bn- z'.

with b-i,.. ., bn £ B.
(iv) For each {z, z'}   Z2 we have

{z, z')^0^f3, (B}x^(B) C6,'M

Proof It is easy to see that (i)=?>(ii) : by contraposition, if B is not a TFSA we can
find 2iWi, Z2^2, ZlW'l, ̂ 2^2 ^ /32'(B) such that 21^1. 22^2 = 2'2^2-2;lw/l with u;l ̂  wl
and W2 -^ ̂ 2 and this implies that /?z(B) is not a partially commutative code.

Let us proof that (ii)=^(iii). Suppose that

z-bi-. -. -b-n-z

is a partial graph of the dependance graph, then it exists a subgraph of the depen-
dence graph under the form

Z- Ci- .. . -Cm- Z

with Ci C B. Consider the smallest integer k such that (c^+i, z') 1 0. Then we have
ZCi . . . Ck. Z'Ck+1 .. . Cm= Z' .ZC-i . . . Cm, which proves that B is not a TFSA.

Conversely, suppose that zw^. z'w-i = z'w'^. zw[ with 2-Wi, 2/u;2, zu;/i, z'w^   /?z(-B)
and u;2 ̂  u;2 , w[ ̂  u?i. Using Levi's lemma it exists w' G M(B, 0B) - {1} such that
w[ = wiw' and w^ = w'^w'. Furthermore, if zw e 0z(B) and 6   Alph(w), it exists
a partial graph of the dependence graph under the form

z-bi- ... -bn-b.

Hence, if we take c G Alph(w') the dependence graph admits a partial graph under
the form

z-b, -... -bn-c-b^-... -b[-z'.
lThe dependence graph is defined byAxA-A-C where A = {(a, a)/a   A}.
2We repeat here the notion of partial graph. A graph G' = (5', A') is a partial graph of

G = (5, A) if and only if S' C S andA' CAHS' xS' (G' is a subgraph of G when equality occurs).
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Which implies (iii)^ (i).

Let us proof that (iii) =» (iv). Suppose (iii) occurs. If /3^(B) x f3^(B) C 0^
then easily (z, z') 6 6>. Conversely, suppose that (z, z') E 0 and let zw e 0z(B)
and z'w' G ^'{B). If {zw, z') ^ 6^, as z ^ z' and \w\z = 0, we have necessarily
zw. z' -^ z'. zw. Hence, it exists a partial graph of the dependence graph under the
form

z -b^- ... -bn- z'

with 61 G Alph(w) C B which contradicts our hypothesis. If (z', zw} 6 0ya and
(z'w', zw) ̂  ^M, we can write zw.z'w' = z'u. zwv where w/ = -uu and u is the great
prefix of w' such that (u, zw)   ̂M- Which implies that zwv, z'u   f3z{B) and then
B is not a TFSA which contradicts our hypothesis and proof the assertion.

Finally, we prove that (iv)^> (i). Consider the mapping // from Z into A'((A, 0))
defined by ̂ (2) = ftz(B). As (z, z') ^ 6z ^ [^{z} ̂ {z'-)} = [/3, (B), ^(5)] = 0
and {fi{z), l} = 0, we can extend /^ as a continuous morphism from K{{Z, 0z)) in
A'«A, 6>)). Let s be the morphism from {^(B)) in M(Z, 6>^) defined by s(zw) = z
for each zw   f3z(B). We have

(/3. (B)) = 5-1(M(Z^)) = E^M(Z^)^-1M
= Ewem(z, ez) ̂ w) = /u(M(Z, ^))

Let P{0z) be the polynomial such that

M(Z, Qz}=-^
P(0z)'

As ̂ t is a continuous morphism, we have

(^(5)) = ^P{9z)} ~ P(0^(B))

which is the characteristic series of M(j3z{B), 0/j^(B))-

Remark 3 (i) Elimination in [9] deals with the particular case when A-B is totally
non commutative, in this case B is a TFSA of A.
(ii) As an example of other case, consider the independance alphabet given by the
graph

0=. a-b-c.

The monoid {/?a, &(c)) is free partially commutative, its alphabet is /3a, fc(c) = {b} U
{ac"/n ̂  0} anri ite independance graph is

9'^, ^)= a - b - ac'
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4 Factorizations and bases of free partially commutative
Lie algebra

4. 1 Transitive factorizations

We recall some definitions given by Viennot in [18].

Definition 5 Let M be a monoid, Mf a submonoid o/M and F = (M»)zeJ a /ac<or-
ization of M. We denote Flu' = (MtJfceK ";Aere A' = {k/inj/^ C M} fm ̂ e
general case it is not a factorization).

Definition 6 Let ^ be the partial order on the set of all the factorizations of a
monoid M defined by F = (Mi)iQj -< F/ = WieJ' (^' is finer than v) if and only
if J' admits a decomposition J' = EieJ Ji as an ordered sum of intervals such that
for each i   J, (iMf-)jgj, is a factorization of Mi.

The following property is straightforward.

Proposition 7 Let W = (M;-);e^ be a factorization and F' be a factorization such
that IF^F/ then for each i   I, F/|u, ^ a factorization of Mi.

Definition 8 £e( B = (Bi, Bz) be a bisection and F = (Y,)^j a factorization. We
say that Y, is cut by IB if and only !/L, (IB) = (Bi) n (V, ) and IR, (®) = (52) n (V, ) are
not trivial.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 9 2/et ® = (Bi, £2) be a bisection of M(A, 0) and F = (^), e[i,n] a /acfor-
ization with n> 1, such that it exists a factorization G = (Gk)keK such that IB, F^G
then B_^F if and only if no Y, is cut by B.

Proof We use the decomposition of K as an ordered sum of intervals K = ^1+^2 ==
Eten. nl Ii as in definition 6. The assertion (u) implies the existence of an integer

k   [l, n] such that Ji = E,e[i, fc] ̂  and J2 = E, e[fc+i,n] ̂ . This allows us to
conclude.

a

In the sequel, we use the notion of composition of factorizations as it is defined
by Viennot in [18]. We recall it here.

Definition 10 Let F = (M;), gj be a factorization of a monoid M. and for some
A;   /, F/ = (M(. ), e/' a factorization of Mk. The composition of F and F 25 the
factorization F/ o F = W)iel" where I" = IUI' - {k} is ordered by i < j if and
only if

(i) (i, j C I and i <i j) or (ij 6 I' and i <p j))
(ii) i^ I, i<i k and j   I'
(iii) ie I', j>i k and j ^ I
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and
if ie I
ifi^I'

Definition 11 We call transitive factorization a factorization which is composed of
transitive bisections.

Lemma 12 LetW= (y, ), e[i,p] 6e a transitive factorization and Let1S= (B, /3z(B))
be a transitive bisection such that it exists a factorization G finer that 1B and F. Then
it exists at most one YI cut by ]S and for a such i we have

(i) The subset T =¥, nM(B, Oa} is a TFSA of Y, and K, (B) is the right
monoid of the associated bisection.
(ii) The sequence (Vp,..., y, +i, T) is a transitive factorization o/M(B, 63}.
(iii) The sequence (/?y, _T(T), Y;_i,... , Vi) is a transitive factorization of
M((3z(B), 0^(B))

Sketch of the proof First it suffices to remark that if i > j are two indices such
that Yi and Yj are cut by ® then L^(]B) C M{B, OB) nM(/3z(B), ffz(B)) = {1} and
this contradicts our hypothesis, hence i = j.
Let us prove assertion (i).
1) First, we remark that

M(^-, ^)=L, (B). M, (B)

and using the equality L, (IB) == M(T, 0T) we prove that M;(B) = (/?y, _T(^-)).
2) We show that if T is not a TFSA of Yi then B is not a TFSA of A and this implies
the result.

Let us prove (ii) and (iii) by induction on p. If p = 1 the result is trivial otherwise we
can write F under the form F= Fi oFz o]B/ where ®/ = (B', f3z'(B')) is a transitive
bisection, Fi = (Vp,..., y^+i) a transitive factorization of M(B', 0B') and F2 =
(Vfc,.. ., Vi) a transitive factorization of the monoid M(/3z' (B'), ffp (B'))- If IB == IB/
the result is trivial otherwise we have necessarily B C B' OT B' C B. We suppose
that B C B (the other case is symmetric), and we consider the transitive trisection
(B', f3B-B'(B'), /3z{B)). Using the induction hypothesis we find that (Yk,.. ., ^-, T)
and (f3Y, -T{T), Y,_i,..., Yi) are transitive factorizations (respectively of the monoid
M{(SB-B'^^-B'(B)) and M(^(-S)^/?z(B))). And then

(yp,..., ^.+i, T)=Fio(y,,..., y, +i, r)o(B/, /35_B, (B))

is a transitive factorization.

0

Lemma 13 Let IB = {B^z(B}) be a transitive bisection and F = (^'), e[i,n] be
a transitive factorization such that B^F. Then the factorizations V\M(B, 8B) and
v\M(/3z(B), e/3^B)) are transitive.
Proof We can prove the result by induction on n.

D
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Proposition 14 Let F = (^'), eJ a"oi ̂  = (^/)j J' be two fimte transitive factor-
izations such that it exists a factorization G with F, ¥'^G then it exists a transitive
finite factorization G such that

(i)¥, F'^G'^G '
(ii) For each j   J, G'\M(Y], ey, ) is a transitive finite factorization.
(iii) For each j ^ J', G'|M(y^, ey, ) is a transitive finite factorization.

Sketch of the proof We set J = [l, n], J' = [l, n/] and we prove the result by
induction on n. If n = 1 the result is trivial. If n= 2, lemmas 9, 12 and 13 give us the
proof. If n > 2, we set IF = Fi oFsoffi where B = (B, f3z{B)) is a transitive bisection
ofM(A, ^), Fi a transitive factorization ofM(B, 63) and F2 a transitive factorization
ofM(/3z(5), ^(s)). Using lemmas 9, 12 and 13 we define a factorization

w"= F/ If B^F'
(^,,..., ̂ .+1, T, ̂ (T), ̂ /-i,..., 1) Otherwise

such that F/, IB^.F/'^G, F//|M(y?, fiy, ) is transitive for each j   [1, n] (in fact this factor-
ization is trivial for all j   [1, n] but at least one where it is a transitive bisection),
V"\m(B, eB) and F//lM (/3z(B), ^(s)) are transitive. Using the induction hypothesis we

can construct two factorizations F// and F'^ such that

Fi, 3F/'lM (B, ^)^2^G|M(s, ^)

and

F2, IF//|M(/3z(fi), ^(B))^. F2^GI M(Pz(B), S^(B))
and satisfying (ii) and (iii). We set G' = F// o F/2 o B, then V, W'^G'^G and the
induction hypothesis, the construction ofF// and lemma 13 allow us to conclude.

D

Corollary 15 Let F = (Yt)i J-i]F/ &e (u;o transitive finite factorizations then for
each i   I , ~F'\M(Y,, IY. ) is a transitive finite factorization.

Proof It suffices to use proposition 14 with F, F/^F/.
n

The following definition is an adaptation to partial commutations of a definition
given by Viennot in [18].

Definition 16 A factorization (^)ie/ o/M(A, 0) /?a5 /oca//t/ f/ie property <P z/ and
only if for each finite subalphabet B CA andn^Q it exists a factorization {Y/)^r
with the property «p such that there is an strictly increasing mapping <j>: I' -> I
satisfying

y/ n B^n = y^, ) n B^n and y, n B^" = 0 if j ^ W}

Definition 17 We denote CLTF{A, 6} the set of the complete locally transitive
finite factorizations.
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Example 3 Consider the following independance graph

a-b - c- d.

We construct a complete locally transitive finite factorization as follow. We eliminate
successively the traces c, ac2, 6, d, ac and a. So we have

M(A, 0) = c*. (ac2)*. 6*. rf*. (ac)*. a*.M

where M is a (non-commutative) free monoid. It suffices to take a Lazard factoriza-
tion on M to construct a complete locally transitive finite factomation of M(A, 0}.
Furthermore, one can prove that we can not obtain this factorization using only
transitive bisections with a non commutative right member.

4. 2 Transitive elimination in LK{A, Q}

The following theorem proves that elimination in Z, A-(A, 6>) and transitive factoriza-
tion ofM(A, 6>) occur under the same condition.

Theorem 18 Let (-B, Z) be a partition of A

(i) We have the decomposition

LA-(A, ^)=ZA-(B, ^)®J

where J is a Lie ideal with generating set

Tz(B)={[... [z, b,],... b,} I zb,... b^CPz(B)}.

(ii} The subalgebra J is a free partially commutative Lie algebra if B is
a TFSA of A.
(iii) Conversely ifTz(B) is a basic family of J then B is TFSA.

Proof (z) We have the classical Lazard bisection

LK{A)=LK[B)(SLK{TZ{B}~}

where Tz(B) = {[... [z, 6i],... ], 6-n] [ z 6 ^, 61,. .., ^   5}. Then using the
natural mapping ZA-(A) ̂  £A-(A, 0) (as [.. . [z, 6i],.. .], ^] maps to 0 if z&i ... &" ^
f3z(B)) we get the claim.
(ii} The proof goes as in [9], we sketch it here. We define a mapping 9b from 0z{B)
to£A-(/3z(B), ^(5))by

zwb if zwb^/3z(B),
0 otherwise.

a) We prove that if B is TFSA, ̂  can be extended as a derivation of the Lie algebra
^A-(^(5), ^(B)).
b) We define Q a mapping from B to Der{LK(/3z(B), 0^(B))) by 9(b) = 9fc and we
prove that it exists a Lie morphism from ^-(B, ^) into Per(LA-(/9z(B), ^(^)))
which extends 9.
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c) We prove that the semi-direct product L^B. OB} <x-3 ̂ A-(/?z(-B); 6>/3z(5)) and the
Lie algebra LA-(A, 6>) are isomorphic. Hence, J is a free partially commutative Lie
algebra isomorphic to Z'A-(/?z(-B)^/3z(5))-
(iii) If the dependence graph admits the following subgraph

z-b-i- .. . -bn- z

with b, e B and z, z' e Z we have the identity

[z, [[... [z', bn]..., b^b,]\=[... [z\bn\... b^[z, b,]].

This implies that Tz{B) is not a basic family of J.
a

4. 3 Construction of bases of LK^A. O)

In this section, we define a class of bases which contains the bases found by Duchamp
and Krob in [8], [9] and [5] using chromatic partitions and the partially commutative
Lyndon bases found by Lalonde (see Lalonde [II], Krob and Lalonde [10]).

I

Definition 19 £e^F= (y, ), g[i,n+i] be a finite transitive factorization. WedenoteW,
the set of the n-uplets (IBi,.. ., IB^) o/ transitive bisections such that F = ®n o. .. o®i.
Let F 6e a transitive factorization and f = (Bi,.. . A) G F, u?e denote ^ =
(Bi,..., B, _i).

Definition 20 Let W = (1^), g[i, n+i] be a finite transitive factorization. A bracketing
of W along fC F t's a mapping R, from Uie[i,n+i]^' (0 .̂ A-(A, 6>) inductively defined
as follows. Ifn^l, then f is a sequence of length 1 under the form ((B, /?z(B)))
and

w ifwe B,
ifw=<| [... [z, bi\... bk\ ifw=zbi... bk^Pz(B) and z e Z.

J/n > 1, /e( f = (IBi,... A)   F. We set B^_i o.. .o®i = (^/), 6[i,n] a"^ J   [1, ra]
such that]^= (y;/, /?^_y^"(y;/)). And

fn^H^/we U v/,
i£[l, "]-J

n, (w)=^ [... [IIK1^^K1^^---IIK^V^ ifw==yi^--Vk,
^ ^(Y,//),
yi   ^
and vi.. . Vk G V, .

Using theorem 18 in an induction on n we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 21 Let1F= (Yi)ie[i, n] be a transitive factorization. For each f   F, we
have the following decomposition

where

L^-(A, 0)= 9 LA-(n, (^), ^)
t6[l,n-l]

^={(nf(yi), nf(y2 ))|(yi, y2 )e^M}.
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Definition 22 Let F = (Yi)i^j be a locally transitive finite factorization, a brack-
eting o/F is a mapping H from U, eJ^ to Z,A-(A, ^) such that for each finite sub-
alphabet B C A and each integer n > 0, it exists a transitive finite factorization
VnB = (^"'-B), eJ., B and h,B   ¥n, B such that for each t   [J^j^ Y,n'B n B^n,
n(^)=n^(f).

Lemma 23 Let F = (^. );6j^. F/ be two finite transitive factorizations. Then, for
each f   F, ^ exists f/ e F/ sucA (Aaf /or each t 6 U,eJ^'' IIf(() = Hf'(^-

Proof It is a direct consequence of corollary 15.
a

Theorem 24 Let (A, 6>) be an independence alphabet. Each locally finite transitive
factorization ofM(A, 0) admits a bracketing.

Proof Omitted.
D

We have easily the following result.

Proposition 25 Let F= ({li})i^i   CLTF{A, 0) and H be a bracketing of V then
the family (n(^)), g7 is a basis of LK [A, 6} as K-module.

Example 4 We set A = {a, b, c, ri} and 0=a-b-c-d. We construct locally (for
n < 3) the following basis.

[[a, d], b], [[a, d], d], [[a, d], a], [a,d], [a, [a, cj], a, [a, c], [[a, c], c], [[a, d],c], [b, d], [[b, d[, b[,
[[b, d], d], b, c, d.

5 The case of the group

The following result extends the classical partially commutative Lazard's elimina-
tion ([9]) in the free partially commutative group to the elimination with partially
commutative complement.

Proposition 26 If B is TFSA, it exists a morphism a of group from W{B, OB}
into Aut{V{/3z{B) e^(B))) such that F(A, 0) cnriF(B, ^) K^ F(/3^(B), ^(5)) are
naturally isomorphic.

Proof The proof goes as in theorem 18 replacing derivations by automorphisms.
D
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